Connecting you
to everyone
and everything

About
AMS-IX
AMS-IX is a neutral member-based association that
operates multiple interconnection platforms around
the world. Our leading platform in Amsterdam
has been playing a crucial role at the core of
the internet for more than 25 years and is one
of the largest hubs for internet traffic in the world.
Connecting to AMS-IX ensures customers such
as internet service providers, telecom companies
and cloud providers that their global IP traffic is
routed in an efficient, fast, secure, stable and costeffective way. This allows them to offer low latency
and engaging online experiences for end-users.

Our services
Internet Peering

IX-as-a-Service

Exchange internet traffic
with a multitude of networks
via one single connection.

Managed solution for running
your own Internet Exchange.

Mobile Peering

Anti-DDoS

Exchange your global
roaming data securely with
other mobile providers.

Mitigate Distributed Denial
of Service attacks via our
interconnection platform.

Private
Interconnect

Closed
User Group

Connect privately with one
of your customers, suppliers
or business partners.

Connect privately with
2 or more organisations,
outside the public internet.

EasyAccess

Cloud Access

One-stop shop combining IP
transport and peering service
allowing you to connect
remotely to our platform from
250+ locations in Europe.

Enhance the quality of
your Cloud connection by
connecting to the networks
of Microsoft, Google or
Amazon directly.

Worldwide
access
Our interconnection platforms
are accessible from 500+ locations
around the world.

Amsterdam

Chicago

Hong
Kong

Manama
MN-IX
Bay Area
Caribbean

Cairo
EG-IX

India
5 locations
Singapore

You can either connect directly from
one of the Data Centres where we
have a presence, or remotely either
via our EasyAccess service or via one
of our trusted partners. To find your
nearest location, visit our website.

AMS-IX Location
Powered by AMS-IX

Who connects?
Internet Service
Providers

Video Conferencing
Solutions

Payment Service
Providers

Cloud providers
E-Commerce

Content Providers
Gaming Companies
Hosting companies

1000+
Connected
Networks

10 +

Tbps
Peak traffic

Enterprises
Business Applications
Note: these are a few examples of business segments represented in
our ecosystem. For the full list of connected parties, visit our website.

Why connect?
Most diverse
ecosystem

Reduced
Latency

Excellent network
performance

Secure & reliable
platform

Reduced
internet costs

24/7 technical
support

Increased network
redundancy

Self-service
customer portal

Let’s talk about your
interconnection needs:
sales@ams-ix.net

ams-ix.net

